
Hug@ree | A RTiVISS Experience

Abstract
Hug@ree is an interactive installation that provides
a bond between urban beings and the forest.
Participants hug a real tree, triggering their registration
in the virtual world for further interaction.
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Introduction
Hug@ree and engage into a playful symbiotic
relationship with nature, for everyone should hug a real
tree every now and then [2].
Hug@ree is part of Real-Time Interactive Video
Systems for Sustainability (RTiVISS), an experimental
investigation actively reflecting on the questions:
how can we propose constructive approaches to the
destructive dynamics that aggravate climate change?
Can art foster awareness and respect for nature? [4]
This immersive experience provides the interaction with
trees and videos of trees in real-time, raising
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figure 1: Sketches of the interactions
at the two installation spaces.
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environmental issues in urban culture. Its
implementation aims to express new values regarding
sustainability in the present and future.

Implementation and Interaction Design
The Hug@ree experience is composed of two distinct
moments. In an outdoor space, a real tree
is instrumented with several conductive wires
ergonomically distributed around its trunk. These wires
form capacitive sensors that are used to detect the
proximity of participants’ body. A microcontroller
attached to the wires triggers a hug when most of the
sensors detect proximity, contact and pressure, sending
a signal through a wireless radio transmitter to the
indoor installation space. While a camera continually
records the tree outside, custom software captures and
keeps in memory the last few seconds of video.
When a hug trigger reaches the wireless radio receiver,
the software saves the video and sends it to an
interactive tangible projection. Then, participants may
access and place the video loop of their own hug on the
displayed tree-like structure, becoming leaves of a
collective experience.
Multiple Hug@ree installations around the world will
upload their leaves to the online platform, creating
a global shared nature embrace. The online platform
also enables participants to upload a photo of
themselves, their hug being part of the world when
an installation participant hugs the tree for real.

Conclusions and Future Work
Hug@ree addresses networking practices and actions
that contribute to change the current behavior
regarding environmental protection.
The aim is to promote new activities to move society
towards more inclusive modes of production and

sharing knowledge for the design of a better world.
The interactive installation is scheduled to premiere
in November at Pop Up City [3]. The venue for this
international exhibition is Santa Catarina Palace,
one of Lisbon’s sightseeing highlights. Meanwhile,
upgrading the online platform that links together
all Hug@ree installations is the challenge that will be
tackled at the Codebits hackathon [5].
The project has also crowdsourced photos and videos
of people hugging real trees as part of the 350.org
and Greenpeace “10/10/10 Global Work Party” [1].
So far, these resources have been used for testing
and the contributors will be the first to populate the
world of Hug@ree.
Additionally, we propose to setup a new node for
Hug@ree at TEI’11 to foster locals’ awareness of the
rich natural beauty of Madeira island's laurissilva forest
endangered by recent forest fires.
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figures 2, 3, 4: Hug@ree Sprint
collaborative work.

figure 2: Hug@ree “10/10/10
Global Work Party” participants.


